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SY~I~,T~Y R~3LATIONSHIPS IN I~ODULAR CRYSTAL STRUCTURES
AND TI~IR DISPLAY BY ~b~ANS OF SY~:~OLS

Boris B. Zvyagia
Institute o~ Ore ~ineralogy (IGE~) Rus. Ac. Sc.

IO90~7, ~oscow, Russia

~odular crystallography, in general, and modular nineralogy,
in particular, belong to new developments of the modern science
as acknowledged by the General ~eetingoof the International
~ineralo~ical Ascociation, Italy, 1994. The modular a~pz,oach
originates already fron .the earliest diffractional studies of
crTstal str~ctures operating with atomic coordination polyhed~a
an~ their a~sociations a~ some.~tan~,a~d building buil6ing modu-
l..s (Brags,                       .~37, Belay, ~9~7) It ~eems though the very nature
has chooses nodules the energetic p~’ofitability ana stability of
which were approved fo~ simple compounds and combines them at
the foz~ation of comple~ comgounds. Therefore modularity is
close to the concept of polysomatism (ThompsOn, ~978) v;hich

considers the diversity of "many substances" composed of some
parts w1~ch are "elementary bricks" of some parent structures.
However both notions a~e not identical. The modular approach
ai~,s construction, derivatign and prediction of real and hypo-
thetical crystal structures. Polysomatism combines foliation
con~xitions ana properties of some end member structures in
inte~aediate member structures of polysomatic series. Not
al~ays buildin~ modules can be found in some ~eal structures
cozposed solely 6f them and~ ~ present in combination only
v~ith ~oaules of another kind. ~odules of a ~iven kind present
in different structures need not be strictly identical but may
be topologically similar or deviate in ~tructure and composi-
tion fron its classical state. Therefore they may be estimated
by "d~gree of somacity" (correspondence to some definite struc-
ture). On the other hand, somatic parts may differ by degree
of performance of a building f~uctlon.

The existence of definite type moaules being established
according to the resultm of structural studies, the already
found structures are desccibed, understood and explained. In
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9,0~ition h.’j° , othetical stz~actu1’es m~y bc derived and predicted
differing in ~’elative ar’~:ounts, sequence o~der, positions and

orientations of the buil~in;; i:.odules. Thus, different kinds
o;’ modular st~ctures are rcp~csented by ~i~.~ed-moOulc ~.~Iter-

n;~tion sequences, ordered and random, periodic and aperiodic,
by h.~brlde structures, cor;~uensurate ctnd incor;~;,ensurate, sta-
cking sequences of polytypes ana OD (order-disorder) structu-
res, both simple and complex, ho~.~ogeneous and ini~onogeneous.

The fo~ation of particula~ mouule combinations, their
occurencies and stability are, of course, .defined by crystal-
loche~:ical features influencing the "reactivity power" of
nodules, their tendency,to associate with other modules of
the same or other kinds. Ho~:ever, there is no necessity to
know the e~ct pattern of interato~.~c bonds if symmetry con-
siderations are taken into account. The sy:.’.~.etry approach,
acco~ding to ~;hLch sym,_’etry equivalence comprises cz, ystallo-
chenical equivalence and the forr.~er (being more available)
may be used instead of the latter (v,’hich may ~emain a hidden
subOect) has been proclai;~eo by Dornberger-Schif.f (596~) fo",~

stz~ctures composed of layers related by some partial symmetry
operations which may not be total opez~ations converting the
¯;;hole structure into itself. These st~ctures displaying diffe-
rent degrees of o~’der-disorder were called OD-stx~uctures, and
a ve~,y con~,:istent OD-theory has been developed for their des-
cription, analysis and derivation.

There a~.,e thus several main sources of the modular crystallo-
sraphy which combines principles of structural mineralogy,
polysomatism, polytypism and OD-thoory. ~ts formation ana aeve-
lop~ent ,,’c~c activized duz~ing the last decade which pz’ovided a
number of new results and instructive examples of modular struc-
tures of many natural and synthetic compounds favourable for
i:.~.po.~.~tant aeductions and generalizations (Zvyasin, ~993). It
’.tas also suDported by effective applications in material
sciences (study of semi- and superconauctors).

The s~r~metry of modular structures is defined.by the sya~.~etry
of separate r,~oaules and operations relating them. But most
i~.~po~tant is that sym~..etry bears a construction function in this
case. It selects equivalent bonding and ztac’_.:ing variants
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adjacent modules and Indicates possible posit.ions and orienta-
tions of succeeding modules relative to the preceding ones.
~=;odular structures may be subdivided into four catebories

v:b~Lch Dornberger-.~.o~zLff had introduced for 0D-structures depen-
ding on the nonpolarlty-polarlty of modules and distribution
of syzu~,~etry operations retaining or reversing the polarity
sense of polar modules.

Crystal structures in general and modular ones in particular
are complicated three-dimen~ional objects. Their understanding,
description ~d subjectin& to different operations require
application of special means, e.g. modelling, ima.~in~, use of
coordination polyhedra end their as~ociatlons as building
modules simplifying the problem. However, the use of symbols
w~.tch one could ~;rlte and type, has proved to be most simple,
available ar.d at the same time effective for expressing,
transfer and acception of structural Ir~ormatlon.

Capital letters designating somatic parts of definite sub-
stances (M-talcs, P-pyroxene, ~-spinel etc.)are oonvenlent

for desoriptlon of alternation series of the type. XmYn. O,
The re,n-values characterize concentrations of somatic parts
X and Y in polysomes which they form. The modules of stackir~
series are designated by letters or other symbols the form of
which could express at some degree their syn~aetry ~nd symmetry
relationships. ~u~, letters H, X, ~ and Z, A and ¥, I~ and ~,
n and u, m and w may be attributed to non-polar modules having
mirror planes, two-fold rotation axes, inversion centers and
rela~ed by reflexion, rotation and inversion operations, Zetters
b, d, p, q charaoterlze polar modules tel’areal by ~he indicated
operations. Combln~.tions b/q, b/d, b/p speolfy modules composed
of polar h;ives .~elated b:, the Indicated operation. If the
...o~ules are f~ed and held in mind their positions and orienta-
tions, displacements and rotations, right- and left-haud states

and symmetry operation symbols in general (e.g. ~, 2, 2~, m, c,
n) z.uay form notatlozs of modular ~truotures. ~he srrazsement of
s~ubols in the not~tlo~ (e.g, from left to right) should corre-
spond to the ~patial srrs~’~gement of modules (e.~. to upv:ard
sequence of layer modules). ~’he a~ternatlon of symbols ~ll
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reveal then twanslations, glide components, positions of sym-
metry clel~ents inside and/or betwee~ the modules and define
thus the lattice and space syrmetry. It is easy to distinguish
identical and independent modular structures described with
such notations in different settings and coordinate systems
ana to ~c~ them to different symmotry operations.

Th(~ ~is~’ibu~ion of opcz’ational symbols enables to identify
simple and complex polytypes ~nd to estimate the concentrations
of the formers in the latters. Comparison of e~perimental data
with modular features opens a possibility to establish crystal-
lization conditions which provide materials having desired pro-
perties among memb~rs of polysomatlc an~ modular series.

Principles of the modular crystallograplA7 may b~ useful in
other areas operatir~ with standard buildin~ tmits.
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